Multi-temporal analysis is one of the main applications of remote sensing, and Landsat imagery has been one of the main resources for many years. However, the moderate spatial resolution (30 m) restricts their use for high precision applications. In this paper, we simulate Landsat scenes to evaluate, by means of an exhaustive number of tests, a subpixel registration process based on phase correlation and the upsampling of the Fourier transform. From a high resolution image (0.5 m), two sets of 121 synthetic images of fixed translations are created to simulate Landsat scenes (30 m). In this sense, the use of the point spread function (PSF) of the Landsat TM (Thematic Mapper) sensor in the downsampling process improves the results compared to those obtained by simple averaging. In the process of obtaining sub-pixel accuracy by upsampling the cross correlation matrix by a certain factor, the limit of improvement is achieved at 0.1 pixels. We show that image size affects the cross correlation results, but for images equal or larger than 100 × 100 pixels similar accuracies are expected. The large dataset used in the tests allows us to describe the intra-pixel distribution of the errors obtained in the registration process and how they follow a waveform instead of random/stochastic behavior. The amplitude of this waveform, representing the highest expected error, is estimated at 1.88 m. Finally, a validation test is performed over a set of sub-pixel shorelines obtained from actual Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus) and Landsat-8 OLI (Operation Land Imager) scenes. The evaluation of the shoreline accuracy with respect to permanent seawalls, before and after the registration, shows the importance of the registering process and serves as a non-synthetic validation test that reinforce previous results.
Introduction
Multi-temporal remote sensing analysis aims to extract information from images at different epochs to understand and monitor landscape evolution and to obtain a temporal dimension of natural or anthropogenic phenomena. Multi-temporal analyses are relevant for monitoring environmental processes, such as urban sprawl [1, 2] , coastline evolution [3] [4] [5] [6] , forest dynamics [7] , and natural disasters [8] .
Depending on the objective, images with different characteristics are required, usually defined by the spatial, radiometric, and spectral resolutions, or the revisit cycle of the satellite platform. Landsat imagery, including TM (Thematic Mapper), ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus) and OLI (Operation Land Imager), has been a widely used over more than 40 years for multi-temporal analyses due to the long temporal availability and frequency offered (every 16 days since 1984), at least seven multispectral bands available and its medium-resolution (30 m) . Its popularity increased due to the free availability announced by USGS (United States Geological Survey) in 2008, fostering the development data, it is not enough for our intentions and a better refinement must be found. (ii) The near-to-peak ratio suggested in [27, 28] evaluates only 16 images with errors between 0 and 0.05 pixels. In these tests, the size of the matched images is not specified. In [38] , the same previous method is used, obtaining mean errors around 0.7 pixels, but showing heterogeneous results when images from urban, vegetation or desert are used. (iii) The Local Upsampling Factor of the Fourier Transform around Peak of Correlation, named LUFT by [31] and single-step-DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) by [23] , seems to be a more robust sub-pixel georeferencing algorithm because it works without using interpolation or ratios, but with the complete and original spectral information of the image. In [31] , authors use LUFT to obtain angles by means of the log-polar transformation of the Fourier transform only to the phase part (phase correlation as we mentioned before), showing great efficiency against noise. In [23] , however, cross correlation (not phase correlation) is performed showing an error close to 0. These facts-the resistance against noise of phase correlation and the robustness of LUFT method-make this option suitable for sub-pixel registration of Landsat and Sentinel-2 imagery. However, to ensure the consistency and robustness in different landscapes and conditions present around the world, a rigorous set of tests must be performed and analyzed.
Our main objective is to evaluate the accuracy of the LUFT registration process applied to Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI images and to analyze different methodological factors. Given that no reference translation is available for Landsat images, the accuracy assessment will be performed using two different strategies: by evaluating the translations of a set of synthetic images with known displacements; and by evaluating coastlines obtained at sub-pixel level. The objectives of the first strategy are: firstly, to provide an exhaustive set of numerical results describing the intra-pixel behavior of the registration method, trying to avoid sub-pixel interpolation effects on the synthetic images; and, secondly, to analyze some experimental factors involved in this process, assessing the effects of methodological parameters of the algorithm. In particular, we are interested on the behavior of LUFT when varying the peak upsampling factor, the size of the matched images, the effect of combining different spectral bands, and the effect of the downsampling method used to create the synthetic images with known shifts used for the evaluations. In the second strategy, the objective is to evaluate how the accuracy of sub-pixel shorelines obtained from Landsat imagery improves as the LUFT registration process is applied.
Background
In this section, we briefly describe the two algorithms that will be applied in the evaluation tests, the sub-pixel shoreline extraction method and the cross correlation, including some core references where more detailed descriptions are provided.
Sub-Pixel Shoreline Extraction
This algorithm, tested for Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI images, is based on the absorption of the infrared electromagnetic radiation by water bodies. In a first step, a preliminary coastline is obtained at pixel level by thresholding the processed IR band. The hypothesis is that, around those pixels, there must be the exact location where the land and water spectral behaviors are balanced. Mathematically, this location between land and water corresponds to the inflection point of the curve, or the inflection line in the case of a surface. To locate it, a sub-pixel refinement is done around the preliminary coastline pixels. The image values (DN, digital number) around a neighborhood of those particular pixels are fitted by a function of the form DN = f (x,y), where f (x,y) is the mathematical function that describes the spectral behavior of the near-infrared band in the neighborhood. The final coastline is located with sub-pixel accuracy in the position were the Laplacian operator of this mathematical function equals 0. Further description and application examples of this algorithm can be found in [5, 6, 39] .
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Cross Correlation and LUFT Rationale
Given two images with the same dimensions, the result of applying CC is a matrix with the same dimensions as them where each pixel contains a correlation value. It is expected that the correlation matrix has a peak at the most probable translation offset. Being A and B two vectors or matrices of the same size, Equation (1) calculates the cross correlation between them.
F refers to the direct Fourier transform, F −1 refers to the inverse Fourier transform, and F * indicates the conjugate of the Fourier transform. The phase of an image contains its geometric information and, consequently, phase correlation (PC) provides a more robust solution even varying radiometric conditions between images [22, 26, 30] . Phase correlation is obtained when the Fourier Transform of each image is divided by its respective magnitude (|F{A}|, |F{B}|):
However, the accuracy of the basic cross correlation and phase correlation is limited by the pixel resolution at integer translations, i.e., the entire pixel where the maximum correlation is located. Different solutions have been adopted to improve accuracy based on the assumption that the correlation peak follows a δ-Dirac [26, 27, 33] . The selected method, Local Upsampling of the Fourier Transform (LUFT), is described in [23, 31] . This method is based on upsampling the correlation peak in the Fourier space. To show how it works, let us assume ( Figure 1 ) that we want to enlarge the size of an image [32] : first, the Fourier transform of the image is computed, which is then embedded into a larger matrix, and, finally, the inverse transform, representing an upsampled version of the original image, is obtained.
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Note that the numerator of Equation (3) obtains the cross power spectrum, while dividing by the magnitudes of A and B obtains the phase of the cross power spectrum [40] . Therefore, the inverse transformation of the numerator would drive to the cross correlation matrix while inverting the whole Equation (3) drives to the phase correlation matrix.
This phase matrix has the same size as the original images A and B. Then, it is embedded into a larger matrix of zeros with the desired resultant size. Finally, the last Fourier inversion is performed with the new matrix, obtaining the upsampled version of the phase correlation matrix.
In terms of computation, the amplified matrix can be too large to work with if great precision is needed (e.g., matching two images of 2000 × 2000 pixels to obtain a resolution of the 20th part of a pixel would imply a correlation matrix of 40,000 × 40,000 pixels). To overcome this problem using LUFT, only a fragment around the peak of correlation is upsampled by matrix multiplication. The upsampling factor (f ) refers to the value with which a neighborhood around the CC peak is upsampled. The upsampling factor (f ) gives a 1/f definition of that peak-meaning that, for example, when upsampling to double the original image size (f = 2), the peak is located with 0.5 pixels of resolution.
We want to know the optimum configuration and upsampling factor (f ) to be applied in our study. If that peak is upsampled indefinitely, would we obtain an ideal translation? Conversely, from which upsampling factor threshold do the results not improve? Since we need common information [40] , and considering the influence of landscape [38] , which size of the matched images optimizes the results?
Materials and Methods
To achieve the proposed objectives by applying the double strategy defined, one the one hand, we need to prepare two data models: a set of synthetic images for testing the maximum possible accuracy, and how some methodological factors can affect this accuracy. On the other hand, two different datasets are needed: the first one is composed of very high-resolution QuickBird images to quantify the expected error associated exclusively to shoreline algorithm, and the other set is composed of shorelines automatically extracted from Landsat images.
Building Synthetic Images and Designing Registration Test
Two sets of 121 downsampled images were generated, where each one had a known translation, serving as a reference (termed T IN ) to be compared with the displacement obtained by applying the LUFT method (termed T OUT ). Similar to [28] , the translations were simulated by downsampling a 0.5 m orthoimage to 30 m. Each simulated 30 m pixel was obtained by averaging 60 × 60 pixel windows from the 0.5 m orthoimage. To create each translated image, the downsampling origin was displaced two pixels (1 m) in the orthoimage along the horizontal (west-to-east) axis. A new independent image is obtained by simulating a satellite sensor acquisition of a new image with its position displaced 1 m. By using this approach, the sub-pixel displacement of each new image is controlled.
As mentioned, two sets of 121 images were created to complete −60 to +60 m (−2 to +2 new pixels) displacements. Each of those two sets of images uses a different downsampling method. The first set is named average based downsampling (ABD set) and follows a standard downsampling procedure, averaging the pixel values of the high-resolution image based on the footprint of each pixel in the low-resolution image. In the second set, a different method was used to create pixels more similar to those from Landsat TM images. In this way, each pixel is weighted in accordance with the point spread function (PSF) of the TM sensor. The description of the Landsat TM sensor specific PSF function is described in [41] . The PSF describes point elements on the terrain are registered by the sensor. Thus, considering a simple 60 × 60 pixels average, the PSF (similar to a Gaussian function) weights each high resolution pixel from the center of the resulting medium-resolution pixel. This description can be Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 1051 6 of 15 used to improve the resolution of images [42] but, in our case, it was used to generate a new set of 121 images, named point spread function downsampling (PSFD).
As shown in the workflow in Figure 2 , the CC-registration was applied once the two datasets were created. Considering the obtained value (T OUT ) and the reference value (T IN ) with which each image was created, the error can be estimated as err = T IN − T OUT . The experimental parameters (factor, image size, and degradation method) were changed as input in the CC-registration step. The effects of each parameter were analyzed after obtaining the errors.
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Testing LUFT Upsampling Factor f
The objective of this test was to analyze how the increment of the upsampling factor (f) increases accuracy and from which value there is not further increase. The image at TIN = 0 was used as the reference to register the rest of images, and an image size of 1000 × 1000 pixels was used to ensure a sufficient common surface between matched images. The tested values of f were 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 , 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and 1000. These values should allow us to detect from the original pixel size (factor 1) to the exact 0.001 part of pixel (factor 1000), which represent 30 m and 0.03 m of accuracy, respectively.
In the evaluation, for each of the-known-real ( IN T ), and the obtained ( OUT T ) translations for each factor (f), the error is directly calculated as
Results for ABD and PSFD were obtained and compared.
Testing Matched Images Size
CC is based on the similarity between the matched images. Small images (less information in common) usually perform worse in terms of correlation matching than large images. In addition, depending on the zone used for the registration, translations obtained may vary. Both aspects are related to the overlap area and the type of elements inside it [38, 40] .
The objective of this test was to analyze the influence of the size of the matched images in the results obtained. Different square dimensions of sub-image sizes were tested (n × n pixels) where n = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 40, 60, 80 , 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500. Considering that the detected translation can be affected by the type of zone due to different textures or distribution of spatial 
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Testing Matched Images Size
The objective of this test was to analyze the influence of the size of the matched images in the results obtained. Different square dimensions of sub-image sizes were tested (n × n pixels) where n = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 40, 60 , 80, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500. Considering that the detected translation can be affected by the type of zone due to different textures or distribution of spatial features, for each tested sub-image size, all possibilities by displacing 10 pixels the origin of the sub-image along the x and y directions were considered, obtaining many different correlation values for each size.
The same evaluation as described before has been applied in this test. In this case, for each sub-image size, several results (along the image where the sub-images were taken from) are available, obtaining the mean (εµ T(s,T I N ) ) and standard deviation (σ T(s,T I N ) ) of the errors.
Shorelines Obtained from Remote Sensing Imagery to Assess the Performance of the LUFT Algorithm
Testing the LUFT method on real application cases is relevant. We assessed how the accuracy of sub-pixel coastlines is improved by sub-pixel registration. To do this, we need to distinguish the two types of errors: the error from the shoreline extraction algorithm and the error of georreferencing the original remote sensing images. To quantify the first error we obtained shorelines from images resampled from very high-resolution images (Figure 3) . 
Testing the LUFT method on real application cases is relevant. We assessed how the accuracy of sub-pixel coastlines is improved by sub-pixel registration. To do this, we need to distinguish the two types of errors: the error from the shoreline extraction algorithm and the error of georreferencing the original remote sensing images. To quantify the first error we obtained shorelines from images resampled from very high-resolution images (Figure 3) . Three QuickBird images were used in an independent process [39] . Their original spatial resolution (2.4 m) was downsampled to 28.8 and 33.6 m. The coastline was extracted by photointerpretation of the original highest resolution image to serve as reference or ground truth, and the sub-pixel coastline was automatically extracted from the downsampled version. The coastlines obtained were compared to their respective references to evaluate the errors of the sub-pixel coastlines without considering the influence of the registration process.
On the other hand, the same method was applied to extract shorelines from a permanent coastal segment obtained from a series of 116 Landsat (TM, ETM+ and OLI) images acquired on different dates. This allowed us to quantify the error obtained both applying and not applying LUFT registration method. A 0.5 m orthoimage of about 19 km east-west and 17 km north-south, located around the area of Castelló de la Plana and Borriana, on the Mediterranean coast of Spain, acquired in the framework of the Spanish National Aerial Orthophotography Programme (Plan Nacional de Ortofotografía Aérea, PNOA, http://pnoa.ign.es/) was used ( Figure 4) .
As LUFT method requires the matched images to have the same spatial resolution, the orthoimage was downsampled to 30 m to serve as a reference image in the registration of Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI scenes. A total of 59 Landsat TM, 47 Landsat ETM+ and 10 Landsat OLI scenes were used. For each scene, sub-pixel coastlines were extracted from the three main IR bands, and then the offset with respect to the reference image was obtained and applied to the coordinates of the coastlines. Hence, two sets of coastlines, pre-and post-registration, were available. The evaluation of coastlines was made by computing the distance of the points that follow each Landsat image coastline with respect to several permanent seawalls. Pre-and post-registration accuracies should be coherent with the coastline extraction itself and the registration process. Three QuickBird images were used in an independent process [39] . Their original spatial resolution (2.4 m) was downsampled to 28.8 and 33.6 m. The coastline was extracted by photointerpretation of the original highest resolution image to serve as reference or ground truth, and the sub-pixel coastline was automatically extracted from the downsampled version. The coastlines obtained were compared to their respective references to evaluate the errors of the sub-pixel coastlines without considering the influence of the registration process.
As LUFT method requires the matched images to have the same spatial resolution, the orthoimage was downsampled to 30 m to serve as a reference image in the registration of Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI scenes. A total of 59 Landsat TM, 47 Landsat ETM+ and 10 Landsat OLI scenes were used. For each scene, sub-pixel coastlines were extracted from the three main IR bands, and then the offset with respect to the reference image was obtained and applied to the coordinates of the coastlines. Hence, two sets of coastlines, pre-and post-registration, were available. The evaluation of coastlines was made by computing the distance of the points that follow each Landsat image coastline with respect to several permanent seawalls. Pre-and post-registration accuracies should be coherent with the coastline extraction itself and the registration process.
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Results

LUFT Accuracy and Influence of Factors
4.1.1. The Upsampling Factor Figure 5 shows the errors at each reference translation for the factors tested. Since each image has three infrared bands and all the possible CC combinations were computed, nine error measures were obtained. The mean of the nine errors (black dots) with their standard deviation (red vertical bar) are represented in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the errors at each reference translation for the factors tested. Since each image has three infrared bands and all the possible CC combinations were computed, nine error measures were obtained. The mean of the nine errors (black dots) with their standard deviation (red vertical bar) are represented in Figure 5 . The main remarks of the results are: (i) the meaning of the standard deviation bars is related to the precision of the nine CC for each case, and it dramatically decreases as the f factor increases; (ii) the solution (referring to the actual accuracy obtained) is stabilized from certain factor; and (iii) comparing the errors obtained with the two datasets (differing in the downsampling method used to generate the testing image sets), better results are obtained on the PSFD set than on the ABD method, which shows that the reference data influence the results, and that a great accuracy is expected when applying LUFT on Landsat images.
Results
LUFT Accuracy and Influence of Factors
The Upsampling Factor
Image Size and Other Characteristics
The image size test was carried out using an upsampling factor of 1000, ensuring that this parameter did not affect the results. As mentioned in the Methodology Section, for each image size, several sub-images were taken from the original one. Figure 5 shows the results obtained with the ABD set. Analogous results were obtained with the PSFD set and the numerical differences will be described later. The reference translation, T IN , is represented on the horizontal axis. Only some of the used sizes are plotted (sizes = 4, 8, 12, 20, 100 and 500 pixels). Results ( Figure 6 ) demonstrate that matched image size has a relevant influence on the error. Since a minimum of common information is needed to obtain the peak of correlation, larger zones increase the probability of obtaining consistent results. Some types of landscapes with higher frequencies in the images (more differences in the texture of the images) also decrease this minimum image size.
The main remarks of the results are: (i) the meaning of the standard deviation bars is related to the precision of the nine CC for each case, and it dramatically decreases as the f factor increases; (ii) the solution (referring to the actual accuracy obtained) is stabilized from certain factor; and (iii) comparing the errors obtained with the two datasets (differing in the downsampling method used to generate the testing image sets), better results are obtained on the PSFD set than on the ABD method, which shows that the reference data influence the results, and that a great accuracy is expected when applying LUFT on Landsat images.
The image size test was carried out using an upsampling factor of 1000, ensuring that this parameter did not affect the results. As mentioned in the Methodology Section, for each image size, several sub-images were taken from the original one. Figure 5 shows the results obtained with the ABD set. Analogous results were obtained with the PSFD set and the numerical differences will be described later. The reference translation, TIN, is represented on the horizontal axis. Only some of the used sizes are plotted (sizes = 4, 8, 12, 20, 100 and 500 pixels). Results (Figure 6 ) demonstrate that matched image size has a relevant influence on the error. Since a minimum of common information is needed to obtain the peak of correlation, larger zones increase the probability of obtaining consistent results. Some types of landscapes with higher frequencies in the images (more differences in the texture of the images) also decrease this minimum image size.
By selecting sub-images in different locations of the original image, many results can be obtained per sub-image size, enabling us to average the value of the detected translation. The mean value ( By selecting sub-images in different locations of the original image, many results can be obtained per sub-image size, enabling us to average the value of the detected translation. The mean value (εµ T(s,T I N ) ) is shown as black dots in Figure 6a , and its standard deviation (σ T(s,T I N ) ) is shown as black dots in Figure 6b . Thus, these black dots express how different landscapes affect the LUFT method. Ideally, all the detected translations for each sub-image size should give the same result, but it is not the case. Thus, by having different translations for each sub-image size (s), the influence of the landscapes on the LUFT method was demonstrated, and the robustness of the image size against that effect measured.
Error in Shoreline Positioning
From two QuickBird images, acquired on 26 October 2004 and 18 July 2005, 25-km-long coastlines were manually digitized. Then, both images were downsampled and the sub-pixel coastlines were extracted. The distances from these sub-pixel lines with respect to their respective reference lines were computed, as well as the mean and RMSE of these distances (Table 1) . The results show that the intrinsic error of the shoreline extraction algorithm, that is, the mean error or offset with respect to shoreline position, is close to zero, but the RMSE approximates to 5 m, depending on the analyzed scene.
Shorelines acquired from Landsat images were analyzed and the errors in their positioning both applying the LUFT registering process and not applying it, measured. To quantify the error, the distances from points that define each shoreline to the actual shoreline position were measured in two segments of 4 km and 2.4 km length completely stabilized by a sea wall.
The coastline locations improved after registration, as expected. The average distance of 76.42 m of unregistered Landsat 5 TM images (Table 2 ) was due to location errors in the original images. In pixels, this distance corresponds to less than three pixels, but would make some lines unusable. The mean displacement of coastlines after the registration is less than 4 m, and the standard deviations reaches 7 m. This shows that sub-pixel registering process is crucial to take advantage of Landsat images in coastal management applications. 
Discussion
The results suggest that the LUFT method allows for a fast, automatic and reliable method for sub-pixel registration and multi-temporal analysis of remote sensing imagery. In this section, we will first analyze the influence of different factors in the accuracy of the registration method, then we will discuss the suitability of the LUFT method for real application cases such as shoreline evolution monitoring.
Factors Affecting Image Registration Accuracy
As expected, considering previous results [23] , the LUFT sub-pixel approach is fast and memory efficient. In Figures 5 and 6 , the red vertical lines are because the experiment was done using RGB images, so we had results for all the possible pairwise combinations between images, having a total of nine results. Since RGB bands usually present high spectral correlation in terms of landscape reflectance, this parameter has no relevant influence in image registration results.
Regarding the upsampling factor, Figure 5 shows how factor f determines the accuracy level obtained using the CC method. As f-factor increases, results improve, but not indefinitely. When using a factor f = 1000, for instance, we observe how the error does not reach what should be expected: a constant 0.03 pixels error. Instead, there is a factor value from which results do not improve, and errors follow a waveform behavior. The minimum and maximum error values are equivalent to the amplitude of the wave. The amplitudes of both image sets (ABD and PSFD) reach a minimum near f = 20 and, from this point, the amplitude does not decrease, even if the upsampling factor increases (Figure 7) .
Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 1 11 of 15 improve, and errors follow a waveform behavior. The minimum and maximum error values are equivalent to the amplitude of the wave. The amplitudes of both image sets (ABD and PSFD) reach a minimum near f = 20 and, from this point, the amplitude does not decrease, even if the upsampling factor increases (Figure 7 ). The results show that the different downsampling methods used on each image set have an evident effect on the accuracy. The accuracy stabilizes at ±2.88 m for the ABD image set and at ±1.9 m for the PSFD image set. This difference shows that accuracy is clearly affected by the downsampling method used in each set. Those experimental results agree with the results from other papers, such as in [29] , where a Gauss filter was used before downsampling. The PSF function can be considered a Gaussian filter that reduces aliasing. This is probably the reason why the results on the PSFD set are better than simply averaging the images. This was not compared before and it should considered for future tests. Here, the PSF function is used to avoid the aliasing and make images similar to the simulated Landsat scenes.
The second factor to be considered is the image size. Several aspects are related to this factor. CC is expected to draw a δ-Dirac under the assumption that matched images are cyclical or circular [26] , i.e., they draw a continuous signal. Normally, this does not occur and the edges of the images get relevance. To face this problem, in [38] , the use of windows applied to the original images was proposed to produce a continuous transition between edges, but they also show how the elements in the images could have more actual influence. We did not use any window, although the edge of image may affect the result [24] . Regarding the minimum image size to obtain successful results in our zone, we worked with minimum sizes (e.g., a displacement of 2 pixels with a sub-image size of 4 × 4 pixels) the errors and their standard deviations increase dramatically as the translation increases, due to non-common information, edge effect or lack of circular behavior. As the image size increases, the mean error and standard deviations decrease ( Figure 6 ). However, whereas the standard deviation tends to converge to 0 (e.g., image size 100 × 100 pixels), the stabilization of the mean error follows the abovementioned expected waveform.
As shown with the upsampling factor, Figure 8 shows the error range for image sizes from 10 × 10 to 1000 × 1000 pixels, and the trend in both image sets (ABD and PSFD) can be compared. From a 100 × 100 pixel image size, accuracies of ±2.88 m in ABD images and ±1.9 m in PSFD images are expected. These values match with the upsampling factor analyses. The results show that the different downsampling methods used on each image set have an evident effect on the accuracy. The accuracy stabilizes at ±2.88 m for the ABD image set and at ±1.9 m for the PSFD image set. This difference shows that accuracy is clearly affected by the downsampling method used in each set. Those experimental results agree with the results from other papers, such as in [29] , where a Gauss filter was used before downsampling. The PSF function can be considered a Gaussian filter that reduces aliasing. This is probably the reason why the results on the PSFD set are better than simply averaging the images. This was not compared before and it should considered for future tests. Here, the PSF function is used to avoid the aliasing and make images similar to the simulated Landsat scenes.
The second factor to be considered is the image size. Several aspects are related to this factor. CC is expected to draw a δ-Dirac under the assumption that matched images are cyclical or circular [26] , i.e., they draw a continuous signal. Normally, this does not occur and the edges of the images get relevance. To face this problem, in [38] , the use of windows applied to the original images was proposed to produce a continuous transition between edges, but they also show how the elements in the images could have more actual influence. We did not use any window, although the edge of image may affect the result [24] . Regarding the minimum image size to obtain successful results in our zone, we worked with minimum sizes (e.g., a displacement of 2 pixels with a sub-image size oftends to converge to 0 (e.g., image size 100 × 100 pixels), the stabilization of the mean error follows the abovementioned expected waveform.
As shown with the upsampling factor, Figure 8 shows the error range for image sizes from 10 × 10 to 1000 × 1000 pixels, and the trend in both image sets (ABD and PSFD) can be compared. From a 100 × 100 pixel image size, accuracies of ±2.88 m in ABD images and ±1.9 m in PSFD images are expected. These values match with the upsampling factor analyses. Both the upsampling factor and image size parameters have been tested independently. However, the fact that all the solutions are closely matched (low deviations for each reference translation) does not mean that the real displacement is obtained with the same accuracy.
In Figures 5 and 6a , the errors converge to a waveform behavior. Figure 9a shows the errors after applying the best conditions of the upsampling factor (f = 1000) and image size (s = 1000 × 1000 pixels), comparing the use of degradation image sets ABD and PSFD. The high number of results obtained along the sub-pixel reference translations allows for the analysis of the intra-pixel behavior of the errors (Figure 9 ). This also shows how these errors cannot be treated stochastically, in terms of standard deviation.
Plots in Figure 9a ,b look similar, but they present a significant difference. In real applications, the actual translations are unknown, and so it is not possible to evaluate the committed error from the reference translation (TIN), as plotted in Figure 9a . However, in Figure 9b , the errors are plotted against the obtained translations (TOUT). When applying the CC, the errors are unknown, but, from the near-to-wave behavior, it can be concluded that the sign of the committed error depends on the semi-pixel into which the obtained translation falls. From −0.5 to 0 pixels (−15 to 0 m in Landsat imagery), the errors are negative, but, from 0 to +0.5 (0 to +15 m in Landsat imagery), the errors are positive. The only unknown for real applications is the wave amplitude. This test leads us to conclude that there is a high degree of accuracy when crossing Landsat images (30 m), since simulated PSDF images provide an error in the range of ±1.99 m and the sign of this error is known. Both the upsampling factor and image size parameters have been tested independently. However, the fact that all the solutions are closely matched (low deviations for each reference translation) does not mean that the real displacement is obtained with the same accuracy.
In Figures 5 and 6a , the errors converge to a waveform behavior. Figure 9a shows the errors after applying the best conditions of the upsampling factor (f = 1000) and image size (s = 1000 × 1000 pixels), comparing the use of degradation image sets ABD and PSFD. Both the upsampling factor and image size parameters have been tested independently. However, the fact that all the solutions are closely matched (low deviations for each reference translation) does not mean that the real displacement is obtained with the same accuracy.
Plots in Figure 9a ,b look similar, but they present a significant difference. In real applications, the actual translations are unknown, and so it is not possible to evaluate the committed error from the reference translation (TIN), as plotted in Figure 9a . However, in Figure 9b , the errors are plotted against the obtained translations (TOUT). When applying the CC, the errors are unknown, but, from the near-to-wave behavior, it can be concluded that the sign of the committed error depends on the semi-pixel into which the obtained translation falls. From −0.5 to 0 pixels (−15 to 0 m in Landsat imagery), the errors are negative, but, from 0 to +0.5 (0 to +15 m in Landsat imagery), the errors are positive. The only unknown for real applications is the wave amplitude. This test leads us to conclude that there is a high degree of accuracy when crossing Landsat images (30 m), since simulated PSDF images provide an error in the range of ±1.99 m and the sign of this error is known. The high number of results obtained along the sub-pixel reference translations allows for the analysis of the intra-pixel behavior of the errors (Figure 9 ). This also shows how these errors cannot be treated stochastically, in terms of standard deviation.
Plots in Figure 9a ,b look similar, but they present a significant difference. In real applications, the actual translations are unknown, and so it is not possible to evaluate the committed error from the reference translation (T IN ), as plotted in Figure 9a . However, in Figure 9b , the errors are plotted against the obtained translations (T OUT ). When applying the CC, the errors are unknown, but, from the near-to-wave behavior, it can be concluded that the sign of the committed error depends on the semi-pixel into which the obtained translation falls. From −0.5 to 0 pixels (−15 to 0 m in Landsat imagery), the errors are negative, but, from 0 to +0.5 (0 to +15 m in Landsat imagery), the errors are positive. The only unknown for real applications is the wave amplitude. This test leads us to conclude that there is a high degree of accuracy when crossing Landsat images (30 m), since simulated PSDF images provide an error in the range of ±1.99 m and the sign of this error is known.
Applying LUFT to Georeference Shorelines Extracted from Landsat Imagery
This final application of the method helps us to assess the theoretical results in a real case. As mentioned, the final error obtained in shoreline position has two main components: the error associated to the shoreline extraction algorithm (intrinsic error), and the image registration error.
The mean error of the three shorelines obtained from the resampled QuickBird images ranges between −0.82 m and 1.30 m, (Table 1) while Landsat shorelines range between −0.31 m and 3.7 m ( Table 2) . That difference is less than 0.1 pixel, which is within the bounds of the standard deviations and the range of errors of the registration, so they can be considered equivalent.
On the other hand, the RMSE values of the synthetic shorelines obtained on synthetic QuickBird images range from 4.27 m to 5.76 m, whereas the values from actual shorelines extracted from Landsat images ( Table 2 ) range from 6.33 m to 7.05 m. However, if the amplitude of registration errors (1.99 m for PSFD and 2.88 m for ABD) is considered a deviation, its composition with the shoreline detection on QuickBird comes up to 6.4 m, which is closer to the Landsat shoreline deviations.
Therefore, the combination of synthetic experiments of shoreline extraction and registration are very close to the real application on Landsat imagery, both in average and in deviations. In summary, the results obtained show that LUFT is an adequate tool for image registration at sub-pixel level.
Conclusions
Through two different strategies, it has been demonstrated that the use of the LUFT algorithm allows improving the sub-pixel georeferencing process on series of images with Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI resolution. Our tests were focused on the use of Landsat imagery provided by USGS at L1T processing level, which are already georeferenced and LUFT serves as a consistent refinement.
Using the first strategy, two sets of synthetic images were created by downsampling a well georeferenced orthoimage, and the mutual displacement was controlled. The influence of the upsampling factor has been evaluated to obtain optimal accuracy. However, when the upsampling factor (f ) is ≥20, the accuracy remains stable and errors follow a waveform behavior.
It has also been shown that a minimum image size is needed to obtain accurate results. LUFT method reaches poor accuracies when the matched images are smaller than 20 × 20 pixels, while the maximum accuracy is obtained for images of 100 × 100 pixels.
The use of two sets of images for the evaluation of LUFT, obtained with different downsampling methods (ABD and PSFD), showed differences in accuracies (±2.88 m for ABD and ±1.9 m for PSFD). This fact shows that the evaluation of sub-pixel processes is affected by the reference data (mainly if this is created synthetically as here). Better results are obtained on PSFD, probably because of the antialiasing effect of the PSF function convolution to create the downsampled images. Since PSF used here tries to reproduce Landsat 5 image behavior, real Landsat images are expected to be accurately registered.
Finally, it has been shown that synthetic results on coastline extraction and registering processes are coherent with their real application on Landsat images. Further tests focused on the detection of the error source, either the registration process or the coastline extraction would help to improve the proposed methods for operational applications.
